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Autumn colours at Stourhead
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Hi everyone,
Looking back through my diary I was amazed to see that our last newsletter
report ended with our trip to Clarendon on April 7 th! So much has happened
since then. It has been a very busy summer for me, starting in mid-April with
the twelve day tour of the United Kingdom with the Wilkinson School of HalfMoon Bay in California…what a wonderful tour that proved to be.
Much of the early part of the spring/summer was spent writing various
chapters for a book called “The Bloody History of Winchester” which is about
to be published.
Various talks and guided walks kept me busy until mid-May when Carol and I
had a break on Guernsey followed by a few days in Spain to celebrate a 50th
birthday of a dear friend who lives there. A two-day dowsing event was held at
the end of June at Cranborne. This was a combined BSD event with the Earth
Energies Group and was thoroughly enjoyed by those who participated. More
details in this newsletter.
July saw us at Preston where Carol attended her Graduation Ceremony. The
end of July HADS went to Herefordshire for the weekend where we visited the
famous Deerhurst and Kilpeck Saxon churches. August was full of tours and
talks, plus a lot of dowsing trips. The end of August and early September was
spent with many other HADS members excavating at St. Cross Hospital,
Winchester. Early September also saw members of HADS joining in a BSD
event at Saltwood Castle in Kent.
I have led several WARG tours over the summer which some members of
HADS attended too. The end of September was the BSD Annual Conference
held at Cirencester where HADS were presented with the Pogson Cup for
“notable achievements in dowsing”. Delighted to say that HADS member,
Laurie Booth received the new archaeology trophy, “The Avebury Cup”, for
outstanding achievements in archaeological dowsing - well done Laurie.
And that brings us almost up to date with a really superb HADS trip to Kent at
the end of September/early October which came up with a quite a few
surprises, especially on our last night…you will have to come to the Christmas
Party on December 12th to see the hilarious photos!
October saw Carol and I having a well-earned rest on Sicily where we could
re-charge our batteries (and wine glasses) before we start again.
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Don the Director ~ Tour Guide, Lecturer & Dowser

I was absolutely delighted at the BSD Conference at Cirencester to receive
the Pogson Award on behalf of HADS, our group is very well respected and
recognised as one of the largest archaeological dowsing groups in the
country. We are lucky to have a superb website manager who keeps the
pages up to date and the site is the envy of many other groups…thanks Chris!
We are also lucky to have in our midst members who can help me provide
professional reports of our activities.
HADS continues to grow and attendances at our lectures and field work
sessions remain high. We are so lucky to have such a hard working
committee who meet on a regular basis to offer, we hope, an interesting
programme of dowsing and social events.
So well done everyone, you make HADS work!!
Kind regards
Don
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International Dowsing Day ~ 5th May
This event was celebrated over the weekend of 4th/5th May and held at the
Cecil Memorial Hall at Cranborne, Dorset. Several HADS members attended
this event. It was the first joint meeting with the BSD Earth Energies and
Archaeology Special Interest Groups. On the Saturday morning Adrian
Incledon-Webber (Chair of the Earth Energies Group) and I gave talks and
explained the programme for the weekend. We then headed for the Knowlton
Henge (well known to us as we have been there several times before).
Archaeologists tried dowsing for earth energies and in turn earth energy
dowsers tried to dowse for the archaeology.
We were joined in the afternoon by the Dorset Druids who provided some
entertainment and food!
On the Saturday evening we had a joint meal in the local pub at Cranborne
which we all enjoyed! The Sunday morning was spent looking at
archaeological sites on the Cranborne Chase. These included the Dorset
Cursus, Bokerley Dyke and a Bronze Age Settlement site.
The weekend was very successful and hopefully this joint event could be
repeated on another occasion.

Knowlton Henge

Bokerley Dyke

Resting in the Bronze Age settlement
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“IF YOU GO DOWN TO THE WOODS TODAY”
HADS trip to Sloden Village
19th May 2013

HADS “Teddy Bear’s Picnic”
On Sunday 19th May members of HADS parked up at Fritham and walked
across the New Forest to the site of an ancient village called Sloden. The
village was “removed” by William the Conqueror to expand his deer forest.
Indications are that the village was re-occupied once the harsh hunting laws
were relaxed under King Henry III (1216-1272).
Members were able to locate several of the village houses and streets. These
features were recorded with the assistance of Vicki Jordan.
The site of Sloden is very close to the Roman “New Forest Ware” pottery kilns
and Roman trackways were also identified passing through the site.

The site of the medieval village of Sloden
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Sue & Derek locating a village house
Just a few hundred metres away from Sloden Village there are the remains of
a “Royal Hunting Lodge” used by hunting medieval parties for shelter. There
are many such sites in the New Forest and we were able to identify this
particular one by setting a map with a compass, taking a bearing and as a
back up, locating it by dowsing too!

On the site of the Royal Hunting Lodge near Sloden
Once we had discovered the hunting lodge we trekked back to Fritham where
most of us enjoyed a drink at the Royal Oak to end a fantastic day “in the
woods”.
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LOVELY LITTLECOTE
HADS FIELD TRIP
SUNDAY 9TH JUNE 2013

Littlecote House
Several members of HADS travelled to Littlecote on the 9th June, the route
took us up the A34 (where Don forgot to pick up Jerry), and on to the A4
towards Hungerford where just afterwards we turned right to find ourselves in
the grounds of Littlecote House.
The day was entirely different from the usual, we viewed the interior of the
house, sat and relaxed over coffee in a superb lounge. We then walked over
to the Roman Villa to view the famous (but dirty) Orpheus mosaic.
We then headed to the Wheatsheaf pub at nearby Chilton Foliat where we
had a really good meal. We had reserved the restaurant beforehand and
everything was ready when we arrived. As the pub had been recently reopened I must say that the staff did us proud.
After lunch we returned to the site of the villa where we dowsed for various
elements. Some members located the ford across the River Kennet; some
located the external wall of the villa. Other Roman buildings were also
located, including the early Roman fort. Marshall discovered the later
medieval houses; he also found a worked flint (possible arrowhead) and bits
of tesserae from a mosaic as well as Roman pottery and tile. All these were
discovered in mole hills…well done Marshall!
To finish the day off many members returned to Littlecote House and
thoroughly enjoyed a cream tea or a pint in the bar.
All those attended really enjoyed the day…a mixture of history, archaeology,
dowsing and great fellowship…a brilliant combination.
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Ed & Gill having a natter

Carol & Jerry playing chess

Roger & Derek educating themselves

Outside in the sun!
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Littlecote Roman Villa
(You can see the buried buildings we dowsed for)

A clean version of the Orpheus mosaic
It was discovered complete in 1727 but was left open to the elements for three
years causing great damage. Nearly one half of the mosaic was damaged. It
was reburied in 1730 and the site was forgotten. It was rediscovered in 1977
and fully restored 1979-80 using modern terracotta.
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On the villa site with Littlecote House in the back-ground

On the buried Roman buildings
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St. Cross Archaeological Dowsing Survey
20th June 2013

In advance of the WARG excavation of St Cross at the end of August,
members of HADs carried out a dowsing survey on the site of the old bowling
green, which lay just to the east of the chapel. WARG had carried out an
earlier trial excavation and had discovered masonry of what perhaps could
have been Henri de Blois’s earliest hospital.
The site was gridded out and the survey commenced. It soon became
apparent that a series of large masonry buildings did survive not too far below
the turf. These were recorded and TurboCad drawings were created by Ray
Davis.
At a later date a full geophysical survey was undertaken by WARG members
on the same site with some of the results matching our dowsing survey.
At the end of August and early September some joint members of HADs and
WARG assisted in the excavation of this very important site.

Some of the buildings located under the Bowling Green
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Ed recording the buildings

The dig in full swing

Ed, Ray & Trish assisting on the excavation
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Dowsing Survey at Fareham
Thursday 4th July
Only four members of HADs could attend this event for various reasons. The
target for the day was two-fold, to discover where the spur road from
Wickham crossed Fareham Creek and to find out if there was a Roman road
leaving the Portchester Road to a possible small Roman port at Fareham
itself. We started the day on the A27 where we located the main route from
Portchester. I think we were somewhat surprised to discover that there is
another route to Fareham crossing just to the south of the railway line.

Sue on the Roman road
crossing Fareham Creek

The Roman ford at
Fareham Creek

Ed & Sue on the Roman road which heads across Bath Road recreation
ground to a possible small Roman port at Fareham
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Dowsing at Farley Mount
Sunday 21st July
The Roman road from Winchester to Old Sarum can be traced without too
much difficulty along much of its route. In places the “agger” can still be seen.
On Sunday 21st July members of HADs met at Farley Mount to determine the
route through West Wood. We also spent some time looking for the site of the
famous Sparsholt Roman Villa site.

Looking down to the Sarum road from Farley Mount

The “agger” visible in West Wood (behind Jerry)
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Dowsing Survey at Hook “lost village”
Thursday 1st August
This was a superb summer evening out, the sun was shining and the
surroundings were great. We met Penny Daish outside of the modern church
of St Mary’s at Warsash where she introduced Pip Leach to us. Pip has
written an excellent report on the subject of “The Lost Chapel of Hook” in
which she states that the old village of Hook was once a thriving village. It
had supplied four ships to Edward II in 1326 and eleven ships and 208 men at
the Battle of Crecy in 1346. This once thriving village has completely
disappeared off the landscape along with its chapel. So on Thursday 1 st
August HADs made their initial investigations into the site of both the village
and the chapel.
The medieval road pattern was our first target and this was found quite
quickly. We then split into small teams, three teams looking for the village and
the fourth team looking for the chapel. The three teams searching for the
village started off in different areas but soon converged in an area of parkland
that may have been the site of the village. The fourth group spent all of the
evening looking for the chapel site and obtaining some interesting results.
This was just an introduction to the site and we shall be returning to carry out
a full survey later on in the year.

Some of the team at Hook with Pip Leach on the right
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Looking for the medieval road

On part of the “lost village” of Hook
The evening was concluded with a drink in a local pub!!
A really great evening was had by all.
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Social evening at Southwick
Thursday 8th August
We met at the Golden Lion in Southwick Village and walked the short distance
to the site of Southwick Priory. Above ground there is very little of the priory to
be seen but through dowsing techniques much more of the site can be traced.
As this was mainly a social event no details of the site were recorded. We
also walked around the old fish ponds before retiring back to the Golden Lion
for a natter over a drink or two!

Part of Southwick Priory

In deep discussion by the priory fish ponds
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Dowsing Survey at Old Sarum
Sunday 11th August
Today we were joined by Ed’s daughter Elizabeth and “her boys”. This event
was another social gathering, although part of the Bishop’s Palace was
surveyed. The Norman cathedral and castle were also explored, as too was
the energy line that passes through Sarum on its way to Stonehenge. Old
Sarum is a fascinating site and has been occupied for perhaps two thousand
five hundred years. It was the site of an Iron Age fort, Roman settlement,
Saxon town, Norman city and medieval city before it was abandoned for New
Sarum (Salisbury).

HADs and their three guests, two of whom are asleep!
After such a hectic morning we retired to the Castle Inn for an excellent lunch!
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Dowsing Survey at Horsebridge
Thursday 15th August
Just a hand full of members could make this trip as we traced the Winchester
to Sarum Roman road across the two channels of the River Test near
Horsebridge and Bossington. This part of the River Test is very beautiful but
access to the banks is very private indeed. Leaving the John of Gaunt pub
behind us were able to walk along a public footpath towards the river where
we found the first of the Roman crossing points
We ended our research overlooking Bossington Church and the site of the
abandoned medieval village ~ perhaps a possible dowsing target for the
future?

Marking out the Roman road at Horsebridge

On the Roman road at Horsebridge
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This bridge may have replaced an earlier Roman one!

Bossington “lost village” is in the field by the church
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Excavations at St Cross
22nd August – 6th September
Although the dig at St Cross was run by WARG several members of HADs
were either directly involved with the excavations or involved in the dowsing
survey already mentioned on Page 12.

Ed & Ray getting stuck in

In early September a few members of HADs travelled to Saltwood Castle in
Kent as part of a BSD Archaeology SIG meeting.
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Field trip to Breamore
15th September
Despite a dismal weather forecast several members turned up for this event.
The day started with a brisk walk up to the mizmaze which has been cut into
the chalk. The date for these features range from the Neolithic period to the
19th century AD. Many believe that the Breamore maze dates from the Iron
Age as it is situated just inside the entrance to the Iron Age enclosure.

On the way to the maze

How the maze should look!

How it was at our visit

After the walk to the maze we visited the beautiful Saxon church but the
weather had started to turn wet so photography proved difficult so I found this
one of the church on line!
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Breamore’s Saxon Church (well worth a visit)
Lunch was taken in the local pub where we were met by other members who
wanted to come and join us on a guided tour of Breamore House. The house
guide was very knowledgeable and gave us a very good tour. We ended the
day by looking around the Countryside Museum followed by a welcome cup of
tea in the café.

Breamore House

And then we went to Kent and had a fantastic time
(See separate report)
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I am very grateful to Alan Sandford who took notes and has compiled this
report on Gary Biltcliffe’s recent talk to HADs.

MYSTERIES OF THE ETRUSCANS
Talk by Gary Biltcliffe, 10th October 2013
Our 2013/14 Lecture Programme kicked off with a fascinating talk by Gary
Biltcliffe on the mysteries of the Etruscans.
The Etruscans occupied an area centred on Tuscany (Central Italy) around
900 – 300 BC. Their origins are unknown - they may have come from Turkey
or have simply been an amalgamation of local tribal groups. They seem to
have been obsessed with Troy and the Iliad as many of their tombs depict
Trojan themes.
The Etruscans produced some of the finest artwork in antiquity and there is
nothing contemporary that is comparable, although some of their pottery has
similarities with Greek examples. Their alphabet shows similarities with
modern script, although they wrote from right to left; their writings remain undeciphered.
They were a very religious people and would not go into battle without
consulting their soothsayers. This led to them being advised not to fight and
consequently being easily overcome by the Romans, who then attempted to
erase the Etruscans from history. The Romans were very successful in this
and it was not until the 19th century that the Etruscans were rediscovered.
The Etruscan state was sub-divided into 12 sub-states, each with its own
prince – there was no overall king. Their largest city, Tarquinii, was the size
of Athens but has been largely destroyed. The city had a massive necropolis
with wall paintings that can still be seen showing feasting and the playing of
musical instruments. Unlike many other early civilisations, there are no
scenes depicting war.
The second largest city, Vulci, had a great mound which, when excavated,
was found to be a “cone pyramid” with staircases and two towers. The busts
found on the site are not very “Roman” in appearance and the coffins were
“house-shaped”, also not very Roman (although similar types have been
found in Dorset). Every Etruscan city is different, although domed ceilings,
wall paintings and house-shaped coffins are common features.
Volterra (another of the 12 cities) has a temple with a relief showing crosses
very similar to those of Saints George and Andrew and a Christ-type figure
with a halo, dating from the 4th century BC, long before the Christian era.
The Sorana area is equivalent to the “Valley of the Kings” in Egypt. Nearby
are rock passages known as the “Etruscan Cuts” (partially natural), some of
which lead to tombs. No one knows for certain what the passages were for
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and it has been suggested they were constructed as a link between the living
and the dead. The “Tomba Ildebranda” in Sovana, carved out of the cliff face,
originally had 12 pillars and is almost Greek looking, but actually predates the
Hellenic Greek Empire.
Despite the Roman attempts to eradicate the Etruscans, their influence does
appear to have survived long into the Roman period. The Temple of Jupiter
and the Circus Maximus in Rome are both believed to be Etruscan in origin
and the Pantheon (also in Rome) with its dome also shows strong Etruscan
influences.
Interestingly, Gary has also identified sites in Britain that show similarities with
Etruscan sites. Lud’s Church in Staffordshire has rock-cut passages similar to
the “Etruscan Cuts” and in Lancashire there is a rock passage and steps
known as the “Coffin Road”. Another rock passage at Hawksmoor
(Staffordshire) leading to caves has a local legend that a giant called
“Tarquin” lived there. The legend dates back to at least the 1600s, when the
Etruscans were unknown but Tarquin is an Etruscan name – could he have
been an early Roman settler of Etruscan extraction?
Gary’s research is on-going and we look forward to more revelations about
these fascinating, yet enigmatic people.

~~~~~~~~~

Thanks to you all for taking part in HADs activities…..without your continued
support our reputation would not be so high in the archaeological dowsing
world!

Kind regards,
Don Bryan
Archaeological Director
HADs
November 10th 2013
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